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Abstract: The article analyses the modern developmental trends of information technology in the context of itshumanitarian expertise. The main growth and development nodal points of modern technologies are distinguished,in particular, the global industrial networks, smart products creation, Internet of Things, the concept of smartenvironment. The formation effect of the Internet of Things and smart environment paradigm on the individual andsociety is examined.
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1. Introduction

*In the late 20th century many countries, such asthe USA and Japan, set an objectives of forcing theinnovative development, meanwhile in scientificliterature the models of scientific and innovativeactivity were actively developing, in terms of whichthe production was given great importance. Thus, inthe triple helix model proposed by H. Etzkowitz andL. Leydesdorff, the industry is considered as an equalmember of scientific and technological development,the generator of knowledge, moreover, only in thiscase the creation of knowledge-based economy asopposed to politically organized economy is possible(Leydesdorff, 2012).Innovative focus of scientific and economic policyto a large extent determined the fundamentalchanges in scientific and technical programs, whichcurrently are not limited to purely applied problems,but include the attempts of socio-cultural studiesand analysis. The modern ambitious lines ofbreakthrough technological research are based onconceptual grounds, affecting the nature and futureof man, social relations, values, ideology. Hence thesituation of need of the philosophical understandingand humanitarian expertise inside technological orindustrial projects arises. This is most noticeablewith regard to programs that define the current stateof scientific, technical and industrial development asa revolution. At least three such approaches can bedistinguished: the program of NBIC-convergence(Roco, Bainbridge, 2003), a project of the fourthindustrial revolution Industry 4.0. (Kranenburg,2008) and the concept of smart environment.
2. Methodology

* Corresponding Author.

Methodological component of the research isbased on the tradition of humanitarian expertise,developed mainly in the framework of philosophicalresearch. This results from the fact thatphilosophical approach can be the basis forinterdisciplinary integration of humanities related tothe understanding of essence of the modernbreakthrough technologies, the specificity of theirinteraction with the individual and socialtransformations, which may be caused by them.Humanitarian expertise is treated in this regard as asocial technology of anticipatory response to thepossible negative implications of social andtechnological innovations in the context ofirreducible multiplicity of moral perspectives andexpert examinations.The complexity of humanitarian expertise ofmodern technology arises from several factors,primarily, from the disparity between thephilosophical understanding of technology andpractices of its implementation. At the same time,social or psychological examinations are alreadyinsufficient, as technology not only affect the humanenvironment, but also human’s body, mind, values,life world, and these changes require philosophicalreflection. The specifics of the current situation isthat it is insufficient to discuss these issues inphilosophical debates or in the articles, as thesituation itself requires practical results, theapplication of which should provide optimal use oftechnological innovations, especially if they affectthe nature and essence of the person. Therefore, itcan be argued that humanitarian expertise is asynthetic form that combines philosophical analysis,scientific data, anticipatory methods, ethicalguidelines and practical recommendations. Adistinctive feature of the proposed approach is thatwe propose to consider conjugated technologies i.e.the ways of interaction between man and society
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with technology, as well as the results of theseinteractions, and the changes caused by theseinteractions, as the subject of humanitarianexpertise.
2.1. Convergent technologiesIn 2002, M. Roko and V. Bainbridge group’sreport outlined the main peculiarities of theintegration process of the largest moderntechnological developments, known as NBIC-convergence. It implies converging, synthesis ofnano-, bio-, information and cognitive technologiesthat are critical to the scientific, economic,technological and social development of society.Formation of technology convergence wasconditioned primarily by setting the goals ofcomplex objects research and reflects fundamentalfeature of the present stage of development ofscientific and technical knowledge, reflected in theintegration of private areas, cross-disciplinarycollaboration, using of complex, systemic researchmethods.At present stage the growth points of bothtechnical and scientific knowledge are focused in thefield of convergence of nano-, bio-, information andcognitive technologies. The specificity of objects ofscientific knowledge, distribution and translation ofbasic and applied knowledge in the designated byNBIC program areas changes. They include, in fact,one research area – cognitive. The program’screators indicate its role in the structure ofconvergent studies, arguing that if therepresentatives of the cognitive sciences manage toinvent, then nanotechnologists will manage to build,biotechnologists will manage to realize, and expertsin the field of information technology will manage tomonitor and control (Roco and Bainbridge, 2003).Thus, a basic, fundamental level of scientificknowledge is associated with cognitive research,priority of which is conditioned by the study ofimportant issues related to the understanding ofbrain activity, cognitive processes, behaviour,communication, etc. Nanotechnologies, based on theidea of the world’s unity at a nano-scale, appeared tobe classical applied knowledge, enabling to useunderstanding of nature for creating artificialobjects. Biotechnologists represent modern, non-classical practical knowledge, as far as become thecondition and the basis for fundamental research intheir field, integrate not only the functions of devicesand tools, but also of management, monitoring,modelling. Information technology becomes auniversal tool for fundamental and applied research;moreover, they become meta-technologies used atall cognitive levels and stages. Later, socialtechnologies are added to NBIC structure, making aproject of NBIC-convergence as it is.The purpose of scientific and technologicaldevelopment is also changed, being alreadyunderstood not as the conquest of nature orstimulation of demand. The NBIC-convergenceprogram declares improving quality of life, physical,

intellectual and social potential as the main task ofscience and technology. There are differentinterpretations of this idea, from creating favourableecological environment, transition to a knowledgesociety, to the reconstruction of individual, or eventhe creation of a “post-beings” (Bensaude-Vincent,2008). As well the difference between European andAmerican NBIC programs, which have differentunderstanding of strategic objectives of convergenttechnologies development, shall be taken intoaccount. In the USA, the founders and leaders ofconvergent technologies see their development pathin transformation of individual and strengthening hiscapabilities, the rhetoric in this area is relying uponthe terms “reconstruction of man” and “post human”.European view is expressed with the expression“convergent technologies for the Europeanknowledge society”. This program is based on theidea of social constructivism, the joint action oftechnology and society to improve the quality ofhuman life, highlighting that social values havepriority over technology.Despite the differences, all the concepts ofconverging technologies coincide in understandingthe revolutionary significance of these processes forthe process of scientific and technologicaldevelopment, human and social evolution. One of themost noticeable demonstrations of NBIC-convergence was the intensification of discussionsrelating to the boundaries of permissible impact oftechnology on the worldview, the body and theperson's lifestyle. Development of convergingtechnologies can serve as a basis for the practicalimplementation of Trans humanistic ideas of humantransformation (Nesterov, 2013), which willundoubtedly require serious ethical analysis.
2.2. Industry 4.0: industrial networks and the
Internet of ThingsModern periodization's are based on thetraditional recognition of introduction of industrialproduction in the 19th century, conveyor inventionand automation as the first, second and thirdindustrial revolution, respectively. There is a debateabout the expediency of detachment ofmanufacturing automation in a separate stage. Thus,the American economist J. Rifkin doesn’t treat it as aseparate revolution, considering the development ofcomputerized management systems as a preparationto modern, third industrial revolution, which, in hisopinion, is based on the convergence of newcommunications and energy (Rifkin, 2012). Themain difference of the companies of 21st century isin replacement of predominantly hierarchicallyorganized areas of industrial management andinteraction with horizontal ones that provide thepossibility of collaborative action. In the field ofindustrial communication strict, subordination-based ways of managing slow down the dynamics ofthe business development, therefore theorganizational style becomes dispersed, horizontal,and network-based. Moreover, in a number of
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important contemporary areas such as globallogistics, information technology, only this one canyield. Another important feature is replacing ofexhaustible energy sources with new types of suballocated energy resources and technologies.Traditional manufactures using oil, gas, coal, arebecoming more expensive and lose theircompetitiveness. Allocated resources, such as energyof solar, wind, geothermal underground watersources, biomass, etc. become prominent.The European approach, presented, primarily inGermany, is based on the traditional distinguishingof three industrial revolutions in history, andconsiders the present stage as a fourth, known asIndustry 4.0. The concept of the fourth industrialrevolution is based on the fact that automation ofproduction, being carried out actively in the 20thcentury, had a local nature. Management systemshave been developed for each area, and often foreach enterprise separately and have generally beenincompatible with each other. In the 2000s, in thewake of introduction of new business managementprograms many systems have provided theopportunity to interact, but at the level of the directmanufacturing the automated networks were stilllocal. The advent of the fourth industrial revolutionis associated with the development of globalindustrial networks, to which all the productionprocesses of a wide variety of enterprises will beconnected.The Internet history obviously demonstrates thesocial and economic transformations thatcommunication networks are able to produce.Nowadays a number of projects of global industrialnetworks are being launched, to which the advent offourth industrial revolution is connected. Integrationof manufacturing and smart technologies must cometo a level that would allow the manufacturedproducts to interact with any necessary object in theglobal network. The actors of this network are smartproducts that manage to control their ownproduction in independent and decentralized wayusing sensors and communication systems. Theproduct is given the functions of the source ofinformation, changes in its environment, controlover the process of its manufacturing, and network-based interaction with other elements of production.It is no longer the implementation of the paradigm ofhuman-machine communication, stated in an era ofautomation, but the construction of medium ofmachine-machine interaction, linking technicalfacilities in the same way as the Internet nowadaysunite people. This will allow even the largestindustries to increase the flexibility and efficiency ofthe work which was previously an advantage ofsmall companies or that ones that not involved inmanufacturing management.Industrial networks, currently successfullyimplemented at the level of separate countries, suchas Germany and Japan, are not oriented on creationof a more global network similar to the Internet.Rather, the local structures will associate with eachother by means of successfully existing World Wide

Web. This implies a number of significant changes inthe Internet, which is right now not simply anetwork banding people together. In the middle ofthe 2000s the number of devices using it exceedednot only the number of people using the global web,but also the population of the planet. Detectors,sensors, robots, gadgets have become similarparticipants of the information exchange.This phenomenon is reflected in the concept ofthe Internet of Things, which was developed in thelate 90s at Massachusetts Institute of Technology,but only last few years has reached a maturity stageand became a technology that could have significantimpact on technique and society. Its implementationimplies two main directions, namely, theorganization of a new type of industry in which theproducts with sensors can manage theirmanufacturing, and integration of technical objects,surrounding the person into the global network,establishment a common information environmentfor them.The forecasts of leading companies, developingforesights for this sphere, such as Cisco, Ericsson,Google, and others, indicate that a total of 15 – 60billion devices connected to the Internet areexpected by 2015 according to different estimates(Drozdov and Zolotarev, 2012). These figuresrepresent the minimum possible values, as currentlythe problem of providing micro devices with poweris not solved. Its solution is a determinant objectiveof the fourth industrial revolution. Development oftechnologies enabling micro- and nano-devices toreceive energy from the environment by themselvesto meet their needs is a turn that will fundamentallychange the manufacturing, the use of products aswell as technical and technological, communicationliving environment. The new machines will not onlyget the ability to communicate with people andartefacts, but also self-support of the existence,autotrophy, a higher degree of independence fromthe man.Internet of the 2000s was influenced by people’sneeds, the main its newly acquired feature weresocial networks. The current changes of globalnetwork are of more drastic nature, they affect thefundamental principles and technology of hardwareand software. In order to provide the interaction ofbillions of devices, the protocols of user registration,data transfer and storage are changed. For theInternet of Things the human being and device areequal actors. It can be argued that the currentpriority of network development is not anassociation of people, but an integration of technicalenvironment in global communication. The mostamazing fact concerning the Internet of Things is theinvisibility of its formation for the majority of people,who virtually live in network every day, but do notrealize that the number of user-machines in it exceedthe number of people. Rob van Kranenburg notesthat the most profound technologies are those thatare not visible; they weave themselves into the fabricof everyday life until they are indistinguishable fromit (Kranenburg, 2008).
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Thus, the smart objects require minimal controlboth at the manufacturing stage and in operation;providing them with a network machine-machineinteraction and introduction of universal standardsfor information processes in the Internet are thebases of the fourth industrial revolution. As a result,computer interaction environment is developedaround the modern human. The devices around usbecome more functional and independent, and theirconnection into a network will undoubtedly lead toqualitative changes in the techno sphere, one ofwhich may be the creation of an intellectualenvironment of human existence, which isintensively discussed in modern computer sciences.
2.3. From the paradigm of artificial intelligence
to the concept of a smart environmentOne of the innovative brainstorms of the 20thcentury was artificial intelligence developmentprogram, proposed in the 50s. Its weak version,which implements the task of developing devicescapable of performing a number of the humanintellectual operations, in fact, is the basis ofcognitive and information revolution of the end ofthe century. The strong version, as the concept ofcreating of thinking machines, has been extremelyproductive for philosophy, not only settinginteresting problems, but also opening a newapproach to the traditional philosophical questions,such as the problem of consciousness. The thirddirection in artificial intelligence, known as AmbientIntelligence, which is based on the task of creatingself-government, capable of autonomous existenceenvironment, is currently emerging.The paradigm of the fourth industrial revolutionimplies a new approach to the informationclassification and management that treats thebuildings, automobiles, consumer goods, and peopleas the information spaces. One of the main ideas ofsmart environments concept is turning the data thatpeople usually perceive as background noise or doesnot perceive at all into the information. In most casesthe man cannot monitor and analyse the excursionsof temperature, humidity, audio noise, wind,electromagnetic fields, and many other sources. Thesmart environment can use them to address varietyof tasks, from maintaining desired conditions in theroom to the prediction of climate change. Unlikedevices the modern man used to deal with, thatcomputer technologies withdraw into the shadows,becoming invisible, dissolve in the medium. Theywill not require permanent human monitoring andcontrol. This, in turn, states a number of problems,primarily related to the reliability of technologies,security and preparedness of the people to interactwith them.Since its inception, the idea of artificialintelligence developed in parallel with its artisticperception, a keynote of which was the fear ofmachine riot, a rebellion of smart devices againsttheir creator. History has shown that behind suchalarmism more significant challenges that require in-

depth examination may be lost from view. The maindanger of smart environment concept is consideredto be the creation of environment of total controlover the man, exercised by his own phones, pads, airconditioners, and even irons.For the successful implementation of smartenvironment program in addition to hardware andsoftware the following two conditions should befulfilled, namely a person's readiness to living in asmart environment, and the development of robusttechnologies to protect personal information(Sinitsyn and Nikiforov, 2013). The introduction ofsmartphones tabs and application development forthem have shown that a great many of people arenow ready to live in an open environment. TheInternet of 90s was a medium of anonymity that wasconsidered a primary objective. Now, when itbecame clear that any action on the network,whether posting pictures or sending a message isperpetuated, reasonable openness, the existence onown behalf, honesty and commitment to the postedcontent is becoming the best way to behave.R. van Kranenburg describes two utopias,showing options for the man and smart environmentcoexistence. The first he calls a City of Control,already described by J. F. Orwell and F. Zamyatin.The alternative may be a City of Trust. The differencebetween them is rather in access to multiplysurveillance devices than in presence or absence ofthem. The City of Control requires that thecompetence to use the data from cameras and otherdevices is vested to the police, security services andstate, which explain the limited access of ordinarypeople as being in interests of their safety, but inreality, create a world of total control. The secondapproach envisages the possibility for all residents touse the data. For example, the car could requestinformation from the cameras for laying the route toavoid traffic jams, the baby carriage could scan if it issafe round the corner before turning, and so on, thatis to say, the city is built more on trust than control(Kranenburg, 2008).
3. FindingsA converse, an apparatus for creating life-supportenvironment for a new-born baby, is becoming animage of modernity; it symbolizes the ontologicalunity of man with techno environment (Alekseeva etal., 2013). Since long ago man has been virtuallyunable to live in the natural world, not adapted bytechnologies for his needs. The feature of our time isthat the techno sphere becomes a kind of a newecosystem with its processes of self-regulation andderivative laws.Technicalization problems of human life world,which raised fears in the 20th century, nowadaysbecome a reality, but philosophy faces quite differentchallenges. It is not enough to reveal human one-dimensionality in the world of technology, or to talkabout the loss of a unity with nature. Thecontraposition of man and machine reach back topast of technology discourses, the reality of our
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existence acquires hybrid character. The philosophyof technology becomes the study of border betweenhuman and artificial inside and beyond, of technoevolution and coevolution of man, technology, natureand society. Humanitarian expertise of technical andtechnological changes is required, as well asforecasting of possible scenarios and, above all,elaboration of paradigm and strategy of scientificand technical, social and value-based development.
4. ConclusionsBased on the previous analysis we may draw anumber of conclusions. Development of convergingtechnologies results in transformation of thestructure of scientific knowledge towards its transdisciplinarily, development of the phenomenon ofconvergent thinking as a new style of scientificknowledge that goes beyond narrow-subjectparadigms, integrates basic, applied, anthropologicaland social aspects. Introduction of convergenttechnologies, global industrial networks and thecreation of a smart environment will inevitablyresult in the need for social transformations andrequire higher level of society’s readiness toinnovations, which is possible subject to closecomplex examination of the technology on the onehand and transformations in the educationalparadigm on the other, as a man must be ready forchanges, determined by technological development,and constructive compatibility with technologies.
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